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OLIVER OTIS HOWARD PAPERS DIGITIZATION PROJECT:  SUMMARY 

Purpose and significance:  Bowdoin College proposes to digitize the complete holdings of our 

Oliver Otis Howard Papers—the most heavily consulted of the Library’s manuscript holdings, 

among its larger, and arguably its most important collection of nineteenth-century primary source 

materials—and to make those digital surrogates discoverable and freely available on the Web for 

viewing and downloading.   

The O. O. Howard Papers comprise sixty (60) linear feet of manuscript material, chiefly incoming 

and outgoing correspondence, memoirs, and addresses created by or relating to General Oliver Otis 

Howard (1830-1909), a major figure in the narrative of American history, whose distinguished career 

mirrors many of the Nation’s significant military, social, and cultural events and developments 

during the latter half of the nineteenth century:  the Civil War; the Freedmen’s Bureau and 

Reconstruction; Western expansion and Indian affairs; social welfare; domestic life; race relations; 

higher education; and religiosity.  Known as the “Christian General,” Howard was awarded the 

Medal of Honor for valor during the Civil War, served as commissioner of the Bureau of Refugees, 

Freedmen and Abandoned Lands, was instrumental in the founding of Howard (named in his 

honor) and Lincoln Memorial universities, was superintendent at West Point, and held several 

Western army commands, including those involving the Nez Perce War and making peace with 

Cochise.  Aside from documenting his career, his papers also reveal his progressive commitment to 

the social advancement of African Americans and his strong belief in the virtues of Christian faith in 

effecting social change.  Howard’s papers thus attract a wide range of researchers and scholars in 

large numbers because of the breadth and depth of the documents that he accumulated over a 

lifetime of public service to the Nation. 



Methods:  The project proposes to provide free access to the fully digitized collection through the 

searching and viewing applications associated with the online publication of the collection finding 

aid, which is detailed to folder level.  We will employ proven scanning and linking methods that have 

evolved from previous digitization projects at Bowdoin, which maximize cost effectiveness by: 

1. Repurposing the existing online collection finding aid (encoded in EAD and published in 

HTML) to provide the descriptive metadata for each linked cluster of digital objects (each 

folder, and thus each cluster, will include approx. twenty items) and the hierarchical pathway for 

navigating online between the container listings and the digital surrogates that they describe.  

2. Using existing discovery tools and search engines common to the scholarly community (e.g. 

MARC-based library catalogs; NUCMC and ArchiveGrid; Google) for discovery of the O.O. 

Howard Papers finding aid and the individual clusters of digitized documents. 

3. Employing student workers and leveraging in-house expertise to produce digitized images 

economically but in conformance with accepted practices for quality and preservation. 

4. Engaging vendor services to digitize microfilmed portions of the collection, which requires 

specialized equipment and expertise beyond the reach of Bowdoin’s capabilities. 

We project an average per scan combined cost of $2.02 per image for final Web delivery of the 

digitized collection.   

Work Plan:  Digitization will require capturing approximately 148,200 scans in three (3) years’ time 

at a total project cost of $300,000.  Aside from vendor services for digitizing previously microfilmed 

portions of the collection (34 35mm reels), all work will be performed in Special Collections under 

the immediate direction of the Project Manager, with overall supervision by the Project Director and 

in collaboration with an IT specialist with expertise in digital imaging, file management, preservation, 

and user satisfaction measures.   

The Project Manager will review folders for completeness and arrangement, address preservation 

challenges that affect scanning, train and supervise student scanners, establish hyperlinks between 



the finding aid and the corresponding digital surrogates, and conduct quality control protocols. 

Loose papers will be scanned on flatbed scanners; bound volumes will be scanned on a cradle 

planetary scanner.  Image file capture will follow ALCTS “Minimum Digitization Capture 

Recommendations,” and image clusters will be combined and resampled as PDF files for final 

linking to corresponding finding aid container listings. All image files will be stored on Bowdoin 

College networked servers that undergo daily backup and prescribed preservation protocols. 

Key Project Personnel:   

• Richard Lindemann, Project Director.  Director, George J. Mitchell Dept. of Special Collections 

& Archives, Bowdoin College Library (207.725.3096; rlindema@bowdoin.edu) 

• Project Manager (grant-funded; TBD) 

• Andrew H. Currier, IT Consultant.  Educational Technology Consultant, Information 

Technology, Bowdoin College (207.725.3590; acurrier@bowdoin.edu)  

Products To Be Completed:  The proposed project directly addresses the NHPRC’s stated goal of 

promoting use of America’s documentary heritage through cost-effective digitization.  The 

completed project will produce: 1) a fully digital version of the O. O. Howard Papers, freely 

available online, providing a virtual user experience that replicates the process of a researcher’s 

hands-on physical engagement with the collection in our reading room, and; 2) a website with 

information about the project and related historical resources.      

Performance Objectives (3-year project):  

1. Digitize the entire contents of the O.O. Howard papers by creating approximately 148,200 scans. 

2. Combine and resample the scans to produce PDF clusters that match the contents of each folder. 

3. Establish links in the EAD finding aid to provide online access to all of the digitized materials. 

4. Achieve a production cost of $2.02 per scan. 

5. Increase access to the collection by 300% based on comparison between website hits and a 3-year 

average of pre-project collection use transactions.  
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